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Discover how magical grayscale coloring can be with fantasy artist Nikki Burnette's second

grayscale coloring book! The images in this book have been created from Nikki's original watercolor

paintings. Color your way through a book filled with witches, mermaids, fairies and more and be

amazed as they come to life when coloring over shades of grey! This is the Advanced Edition of the

book that features lighter grayscale images. This book is recommended for colorists that would like

to do more of their own shading and have greater flexibility when choosing colors. The lighter

images assist less with shading, and instead serve as a guide of where to put your light and dark

colors. A Beginner's Edition, which contains the same 20 images, with darker levels of grayscale

that assist more with shading is also available separately (click Nikki Burnette at the top of the

product listing to see other available books)! Features:  20 Single-Sided Grayscale Images to Color

(The Advanced Edition features lighter grayscale images that allow for more flexibility and color

variety) 2 miniature testers of each image in the book to experiment with color schemes and try out

your materials 20 small colored images showing the artist's color choices 4 pages of introduction

text that explain the basics of grayscale coloring and offer tips, tricks and techniques to use inside

the book Pages are formatted with full black borders that extend to the edge of the page to help

create a clean line while coloring The paper is smooth, 60#, medium weight and measures 8.5x11

with a slight satin finish due to the printing process"  **Please note: These are grayscale images, not

traditional black and white line art coloring pages. These are also some of the same characters that

are included in Nikki's traditional coloring books, but instead these are grayscale images and will be

a completely different coloring experience. Please see the back cover of the book for all images

included or see a video on Nikki's Author Page (Click Nikki Burnette at the top of the product listing).
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This is my third book of Nikki Burnette's Spellbinding Grayscale coloring books though it is the first

one that I have purchased at the advanced level. After working with both beginner versions of her

first two books, I felt that I wanted to try the advanced version. I'm fairly new to grayscale coloring

and as most of the work I have done previously involved light colored images, I was comfortable

with the idea of the lighter prints in the advanced book.What surprised me (in a good way) was the

the how-to and hints at the beginning of the book were geared to the advanced prints. There were

additional ways of working with markers that I was really pleased to see. I am utilizing those hints in

all of my grayscale books whether the prints are lightly printed with light contrast or heavy in

contrast with bold printing. Before getting buying this series of books, I only used colored pencils

with grayscale. I highly recommend this book for anyone interested in learning grayscale as the

tutorial is so well-written.This is a beautiful set of 20 grayscale designs. They are the same designs

as are included in the beginner version of the same volume (2) but are printed in a completely

different way. They are much lighter in tone and in contrast and it makes for a much more involved

coloring process. I am doing much more shading, both with markers and pencils, than I did in my

first projects in the beginner books. The end result is also much lighter but with much more detail

that I have added. The projects also take more time. I think the artist has rightfully named these as

advanced but I think that anyone could attempt these, especially with the tutorial included in the

book.In addition to the 20 designs being printed on one side of the page, Ms.

I've been a fan of Nikki's work from the second i saw her first regular black line coloring book. I was

ecstatic when she put out her first grayscale coloring book. When i heard she was doing this book i

was expecting it to be similar to the first but she has absolutely stepped it up a notch in this book. If

you know Nikki's past coloring books, she concentrated pretty much on the girl in her pictures. Well

you're in for a wonderful surprise with this book! You'll see her beautiful ladies in amazing settings in

this volume. There are a few "portrait" style pictures in this volume but you're in for a wonderful

surprise with the other pictures. You have beautiful witches making potions and hanging out in

mysterious graveyards, fairies in nature, mermaids surrounded with shells, a turtle, and other cute



little creatures. I absolutely cannot stress enough the effort Nikki put into her pictures in this volume,

the settings are AMAZING!!! With that said, don't let my description intimidate you!!! Nikki has done

all of the "hard work" for you with her grayscale drawings. One color turns into so many different

shades because of her shading. If you've never tried grayscale coloring because you're intimidated

by it or aren't sure how to do it, I would absolutely recommend Nikki's grayscale books.
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